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As we entered the twenty-first century SRLF directors committed resources for developing in-house workflow 

solutions.  I can’t overstate the importance of SRLF’s web development team and their programming and 

technical support. Achievements included improved web delivery of content; macros and scripting software 

for processing and ILL functions; and web based applications such as Deposits Manager, Request Manager, the 

Owning Unit Viewer, and the UC/JSTOR Archive database.  These applications are used by SRLF staff and staff 

throughout the UC libraries.   

By the early 2000’s journal publishers were providing content via online subscriptions and many academic 

libraries were cancelling print subscriptions. It was at this time that UC Libraries began building shared print 

archives for journals.  First came the Collections Management Initiative: print copies of specific journal titles 

were removed from shelves at UCI and UCLA libraries and were sent to SRLF.  On the campuses, access to 

those journals was provided by online content.  User response was evaluated:  Was digital content adequate? 

(In general, yes.) How often were print copies requested from SRLF by the user? (Almost never.)   

This pilot was followed by the Shared Print Archive, which launched in 2003 with Elsevier and ACM publisher 

agreements to provide one print copy of titles for which CDL maintains a license to online content.  Print 

copies were shipped by vendors to SRLF for deposit, and space savings resulted at the campuses as their print 

subscriptions were cancelled. 

Another shared print program administered by CDL and housed at SRLF was the Canadiana Project, a small 

project that tested the viability of centralized shared funding for monographs. Approximately 1,000 titles were 

added before the project ended in 2009. 

In late 2004, UC joined with JSTOR to establish a repository of retrospective journal content already digitized 

by JSTOR.  Funded by JSTOR and administered by CDL, the project provided staff at SRLF to manage, collect, 

validate, and permanently house the resulting print archive.  The successful first contract was followed by six 

additional contracts with new title selections in each phase.  JSTOR Project continued at SRLF through 2015, 

concluding with an archive of 76,000+ volumes that were contributed by libraries throughout the UC system. 

Support for shared collections and archive building within UC has been ensured by the RLF Persistence Policy 

adopted by the Board in May 2004, and later revised in 2006.  Persistence of the RLF deposits has allowed UC 

Libraries to selectively reduce duplication within collections and to reclaim valuable space on campus. 



In 2010 UC joined with other academic libraries throughout western United States to launch the Western 

Regional Storage Trust (known as WEST).  Initially funded by the Andrew Mellon Foundation, WEST is a 

collaborative archiving program for retrospective journal titles.  Selection, receiving, and validation of WEST 

titles began in the summer of 2011, with both SRLF and NRLF serving as Archive Builders.  Participation in 

WEST continues today, with over 125,000 volumes held here at the SRLF. 

As Claire mentioned earlier, Preservation Microfilming Service relocated to SRLF Phase 2 and in 1996 began 

producing high-quality microfilm.  By 2005, the unit had expanded services to include preservation-quality 

digital reformatting for rare books, photographic negatives, newspapers, posters, and map collections.   

Thousands of these digital images are accessible at UCLA Library Digital Collections and at the Online Archive 

of California. 

SRLF has also been involved with mass digitization of UC Libraries content.  From 2006 to 2009, SRLF hosted an 

installation of the Open Content Alliance project, staffed by Internet Archive.  UC Libraries have also been 

active partners in the Google Book Project since 2006, and here at SRLF since 2013.  The partnership with 

Google continues today.  Combined, these two projects have so far digitized and preserved in HathiTrust more 

than 200,000 volumes from SRLF. 

By 2011 there were 6.1 million volumes at the SRLF and space was becoming a critical concern.  Conceptual 

planning for SRLF Phase 3 began in September 2011 when UCLA Capital Programs selected Executive 

Architects Pfeifer Partners.  Working closely with UCLA Library and SRLF, Pfeifer Partners presented the “Phase 

3 Concept Feasibility and Programming Study Report” to the UCLA Chancellor in May 2012.  Unfortunately the 

project did not move forward.  In the Fall of 2015 the Film & Television Archive collections were relocated to 

their facility in Santa Clarita.  This was great news - much needed shelf space was reclaimed, but SRLF 

continues to face serious space constraints for growing collections.   

And on that rather somber note, back to Cathy …. 


